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ABSTRACT 
 
This dissertation was written as part of the LLM in Transnational and European 
Commercial Law, Mediation, Arbitration and Energy Law at the International Hellenic 
University. 
 
As the title betrays it, the topic of the present dissertation will be the institution of 
Mediation in the Greek legal system. In particular, a thorough comparative analysis will 
be attempted between the private mediation - the extrajudicial one - that is prescribed 
in the Greek law 3898/2010 and the judicial mediation, as it is prescribed in Article 
214B’ of the Greek Code of Civil Procedure, which is levied – in its present form – in 
2012, transposing in fact the 2008/52/EC Directive of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 21 May 2008 “on certain aspects of mediation in civil and commercial 
matters” into the domestic legal order. 
 
Regarding the motives for choosing this specific topic, I personally believe that 
litigation is an outdated and inefficient means of dispute resolution. The well-known 
quote, “Time is money”, attributed to Benjamin Franklin, is more topical than ever. The 
number of the transactions being performed in a single day – nowadays - surpasses the 
number of transactions performed in whole years in the past. The greater the number of 
the transactions the greater the risk of something goes wrong. The advance of 
technology has made it possible for transactions, which used to take a lot of time to be 
performed, to be completed in just a few minutes, although it does not seem to benefit 
significantly the private means of dispute resolution, namely the courts. In the Greek 
legal system, between 2-5 years are required in order for a dispute to be settled. This 
amount of time is ridiculously high and it does not meet the needs and the demands of 
the contemporary market. According to the author’s opinion, mediation – along with 
other alternative dispute resolution mechanisms – could be the answer to the ponderous 
and already suffocated courts. Since mediation and its different forms remain a 
relatively unexplored area in the Greek legal system, I was really motivated in 
examining them, since I firmly believe that their significance and usefulness are yet to 
be shown. 
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PREFACE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TO SUE IS HUMAN, 
TO SETTLE IS DIVINE1 
                                                 
1 This dictum is found written on courts of first instance in the United States . 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 In the Greek rule of law, the resolution of private disputes is under the 
guarantees of the state courts, according to the rules prescribed in the Greek Code of 
Civil Procedure (G.C.C.P. from now on). The right to litigate before the state courts in 
order either to settle a dispute that has been arisen between privates or to satisfy a claim 
or a right is considered one of the most fundamental rights and it is safeguarded by the 
Constitution of Greece, in Article 202. This in conjunction with the avoidance of 
vigilantism, namely “taking the law into one’s own hands and attempting to effect 
justice, according to one’s own understanding of right and wrong”3, constitute a 
“qualitative indicator of evolution and progress of every serious legal order”4. Thus, the 
growing number of private disputes reaching the state courts could be deemed as a “sign 
of democratization, as a decisive step of the cultural and social liberation of the 
citizen”5. 
 However, the growing caseload reaching the courts and the over-use and misuse 
of judicial remedies, originating from a litigious mentality, the delay in the rendering 
of justice due to the huge load of cases in conjunction with the small number of judges, 
the staff shortages as well as the logistical ones have already proven that in 2016 the 
litigation in Greece is insufficient. The 9-month strike of Greek lawyers deteriorated 
the situation, since it led – inter alia – in the stay of the cases that were about to be 
judged through this period of time, adjourning their judgement for at least 1 year. In 
addition, the unstable political scene of Greece, leading to two elections and one 
referendum within 9 months (let alone the EU and the Municipal and Prefectural 
Elections taken place just 9 months earlier) takes also the responsibility for the stay of 
thousand cases. There have been reported cases where a motion has been filed in 2013 
or 2014 and the first hearing was scheduled for the 26th of January 2015, a day after the 
elections of the 25th January. Of course, the hearing was rescheduled for a new hearing 
                                                 
2 Constitution of Greece 2008, Article 20: 
Para. 1. Every person shall be entitled to receive legal protection by the courts and may plead b efore 
them his views concerning his rights or interests, as specified by law. 
Para. 2. The right of a person to a prior hearing also applies in any administrative action or measure 
adopted at the expense of his rights or interests. 
3 ‘Vigilantism.’ West's Encyclopedia of American Law, edition 2. 2008. The Gale Group 3 Mar. 
2017 http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Vigilantis m, accessed 3 March 2017. 
4 Athanasios Skontzos, ‘I Dikastiki (dia)mesolavisi kata ton KPolD’, page 2. 
5 George Diamantopoulos and Vasilili Koumpli ‘I diamesolavisi os tropos epilisis idiotikon diaforon sto 
elliniko dikaio’, Nomiko Vima [2015] Volume: 63, page 136. 
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date in September when the second elections took place. The hearing was rescheduled 
- once again – for a date within the first semester of 2016 when Greek lawyers were on 
strike reacting to the impeding changes in the G.C.C.P. So, due to all these events, the 
first hearing of a motion filed in 2013 could take place in 2017, namely four (4) years 
after a party had decided that he or she was in need of judicial protection. After all these 
years, the constitutional right of receiving legal protection has already weakened to 
such extent that in fact parties have been denied it. Certainly, the abovementioned 
situation is not irreversible. The easiest and most profound solution would be the rise 
of funds concerning the public sector of justice. More judges could be appointed, more 
staff could be hired and the logistical infrastructure could be renewed. One could argue 
that money cannot guarantee the faster administration of justice but surely they would 
have given a fresh air. On the other hand, the ongoing financial crisis that still plagues 
Greece does not leave any room for such expenditures. The solution should come from 
the inside and the Greek legislator has already provided it. The alternative dispute 
resolution (A.D.R) mechanisms are all these means that lead to the settlement of a 
dispute, without the delivery of a court order and which allow parties in a dispute, in 
some way or other, to be involved in the searching of an agreement, settling their 
dispute6. Arbitration, mediation, online dispute resolution (ODR) and the ombudsman 
are most frequent A.D.R. mechanisms in the continental Europe – and Greece of course. 
Articles 867 et seq. of the G.C.C.P regulate the A.D.R. mechanism of Arbitration in the 
Greek legal order, Article 214B’ of the G.C.C.P and the 3898/2010 Greek Law regulate 
the A.D.R. mechanism of Mediation, the joined ministerial decision 
70300oik/09.07.2015 regulates the O.D.R. mechanisms while the institution of 
Ombudsman was established by the 2477/19977 Greek Law and it is constitutiona lly 
safeguarded by Article 103 paragraph 9 of the Constitution of Greece8. 
 The present master’s thesis will focus on the A.D.R. mechanism of Mediation, 
as it is regulated by Article 214B’ of the G.C.C.P – the institution of judicial Mediation 
– and by the 3898/2010 Greek Law – the private one. Those two statutes regulate the 
                                                 
6 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) page 18. 
7 Presidential Decree no. 273/1999 and the Greek laws 3094/2003, 3769/2009, 3896/2010 and 4097/2012 
regulate the function of the institution. 
8 Constitution of Greece 2008, Article 103. 
Para. 9. Law shall specify matters relating to the establishment and activities of the “Ombudsman”, who 
functions as an independent authority. 
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institution of mediation in the Greek legal order. As it was already stated, a 
comprehensive comparative analysis will be attempted between the abovementioned 
statutes. The dissertation will be structured as follows: The first chapter will be devoted 
in the institution of mediation, in general. Its definition will be analyzed and its 
advantages will be mentioned. In the second chapter, general information about the 
aforementioned statutes will be provided, outlining and preparing the ground for the 
next chapter, which constitutes the quintessence of this dissertation. In chapter three, 
the similarities and differences between the judicial mediation and the private one will 
be found and recorded in several sub-chapters. The fourth chapter of the master’s thesis 
will be the conclusive one, in which after a brief presentation of the main points 
discussed through the following pages and a general comment regarding the present of 
Mediation in Greece, the author’s opinion regarding the future of Mediation will be 
also provided. 
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Ι. The Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanism of Mediation 
 
 Although the presence of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms was evident 
in the ancient Greek times9, during the Roman10, Byzantine11 or the Ottoman Empire12 
or, as regards to the rest of Europe, during the medieval times13 or the early stages of 
modern period14, it was not until 1976 and the Pound Conference15 that the problem of 
litigation explosion, leading to the inefficiency of litigation proceedings and adrem in 
the inability of people to stand up for their own rights, was analyzed and in order to 
battle it, it was decided that emphasis should be placed in the use of alternative dispute 
resolution mechanisms. That is when the multi-door courthouse idea was introduced, 
by Frank E.A. Sander, the father of the alternative dispute resolution field in the United 
States as a result of his paper, “The Varieties of Dispute Processing”, presented at in 
the above-mentioned conference in 1976 in Minneapolis, Minnesota. “Although 
attorneys have privately assumed that the courts are the natural and obvious dispute 
resolvers, there are several different processes for effective conflict resolution. The 
price of an improved scheme of dispute resolution may, however, be a vast increase in 
the number of disputes being processed, as suppressed grievances are allowed to 
become public matters. Fact – finding proceedings, such as arbitration and mediation, 
may be the potent tools for inducing settlement”16. The realization of multi-door 
courthouse theory would be the answer to the saturated and suffocated courts. “No, it 
is not a courthouse with many doors, but instead it is a means of directing cases filed in 
court to various “dispute resolution doors” or options.  Parties are referred to different 
                                                 
9 Aristotle, Greek Philosopher, in his famous work “Rhetoriki”, came to the conclusion that it is better to 
resort to arbitration instead of litigation, because the arbitrator looks after for the application of leniency 
(as a general legal principle), while the judge seeks for the enforcement of law. 
10 Constantine the Great, Roman emperor, had issued an ordinance, according to which the recourse to 
arbitration was obligatory, even during the litigation proceedings, if one of the  parties had expressed such 
desire. 
11 Christians used to resort to the episcopal “courts”, where the bishop acted as a mediator trying to 
conciliate parties and the latter, being afraid of the ecclesiastical penance, used to comply with his 
decision. 
12 The arbitration was considered the most popular means of private dispute resolution and even the 
Quran was acknowledging its power as the best dispute resolution mechanism. 
13 In countries, like France and Italy, where commerce was booming, the commercial differences were 
being resolved before arbitral tribunals, which were known as Commercial Courts . 
14 In England, due to the wide application of Arbitration during that time, the 1698 Arbitration Act was 
issued, which constituted the legal foundation for the later development of the institution. 
15 In honor of Nathan Roscoe Pound (October 27, 1870 – June 30, 1964), a distinguished American legal 
scholar and educator and also Dean of Harvard Law School from 1916 to 1936. 
16 Frank E. A. Sander, ‘Varieties of Dispute Processing’, Dispute Resolution Act [1978], 
<https://www.ncjrs.gov/App/Publications/abstract.aspx?ID=59624>, accessed 10 January 2017. 
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dispute resolution options in an effort to select that option which best suits the needs of 
their particular dispute. The dispute resolution options include court annexed 
mediation, case evaluation, early neutral evaluation, arbitration, and the continuation of 
litigation”17. “If a patient is ill, does the doctor always operate? Of course not. Likewise 
with the legal field - for each legal ailment, a variety of options needs to be discussed”18. 
The multi-door court theory constituted “the cornerstone for the development of the 
A.D.R. mechanisms both in the US as well as in Europe”19. 
 Among the A.D.R. mechanisms, the development of which has been welcomed, 
is the mediation. While litigation focuses on what is right or what is wrong, what is 
permitted or forbidden or it has as its aim the finding of the truth, by imposing a solution 
that must be respected by the parties, mediation focuses on the best solution that could 
be achieved between parties, building it gradually based on their needs and interests. 
“While litigation safeguards and guarantees the implementation of the law and the 
administration of justice through the rendering of the final judgment, mediation aims 
only indirectly at the administration of justice, not through the enforcement of the law, 
but through the autonomy and the free will of parties to reach to mutually accepted 
agreement”20. The outcome of the mediation is not imposed but it is mutually achieved. 
“Mediation draws its legality not from some public authority that is assigned to the 
mediator, but from the principle of individual consent of the parties”21. Litigat ion 
focuses on the past, while mediation aims at the future by settling the dispute between 
the parties and restoring their relationship. Those are the basic principles upon 
mediation is based on as well as the fundamental philosophical differences with 
litigation.  
 Regarding the definition of mediation, there has not been established a 
universally and internationally acceptable one. Every legal order has provided for its 
own definition. However, as mediation could be described the human versatile 
procedure that is designed in such way that it resolves the conflict, which has already 
                                                 
17 Lisa Azzato, ‘The Multi-Door Courthouse Approach: A Look Across the Threshold’, The Suffolk 
Lawyer (New York, December 2006) page 1. 
18 Larry Ray with Anne L. Clare, ‘The Multi-Door Courthouse Idea: Building the Courthouse of the 
Future... Today’, Journal on Dispute Resolution [1985], page: 7, < 
https://kb.osu.edu/dspace/bitstream/handle/1811/75850/OSJDR_V1N1_007.pdf>, accessed 10 January 
2017. 
19 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) page 11. 
20 Ibid., page 74. 
21 Ibid., page 73. 
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turned into a dispute22, it is conducted under the framework of confidentiality by an 
impartial third person, the mediator, who intermediates between the parties in dispute, 
helping them to reach into the settlement of their dispute, while the latter have absolute 
control of the progress of the proceedings as well as of the compliance with its 
provisions and its outcome. Let us elaborate on this. First of all, as it has already been 
mentioned before, mediation is “a viable parallel procedure to adjudicative dispute 
resolution”23. It is a means of dispute resolution, an alternative – to litigation – dispute 
resolution mechanism, producing – in broad terms – the same legal effects. In 
comparison, however, with the time - consuming litigation, mediation is a much more 
direct and expeditious procedure, which, if it ends up with an agreement between 
parties, leads to the final and direct resolution of the dispute. In comparison with the 
money – consuming litigation, where no prediction can be made, regarding whether or 
not the losing party will exhaust all the legal remedies available, in mediation, the actual 
cost of the procedure is known to the parties before it even starts. In a word, mediation 
can “help to avoid unnecessary litigation at the taxpayers' expense and reduce the time 
and cost associated with court-based litigation”24. 
 The versatility of the procedure is another core characteristic of the mediation. 
Not only it refers to the procedure per se, but also to the outcome of it. For starters, the 
are no special rules governing mediation. There is a negotiation, either between each 
side and the mediator or all together, at the discretion of the mediator, in the presence 
of and assisted by the appointed attorneys of parties.25 “It is a procedure without 
adherence in the rule of law and the procedural formalisms, since it is carved by the 
mediator in cooperation with the parties, which choose the way of settling their dispute 
or the termination of it, whenever they want to”26. The flexible nature of the procedure 
                                                 
22 Amanda Bucklow, ‘Diamesolavisi: I efkairia na kaneis to sosto, anagnorizontas to lathos’, (translated 
by Dimitra Mousioli),  
<http://www.diamesolavisi.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=246:2015-06-05-
08-52-49&cat id=1:latest-news&Itemid=73>, page 2, accessed 10 January 2017. 
23 Julie Bédard,Timothy G. Nelson, Marco E. Schnabl, Barry H. Garfinkel, ‘Handbook on International 
Arbitration & ADR’, American Arbitration Assosiation (2nd edn, 2010), page 222. 
24 Report from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council and the European Economic 
and Social Committee on the application of Directive 2008/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on certain aspects of mediation in civil and commercial matters, Brussels, 26.8.2016 COM  
(2016) 542 final, page 11. 
25 Dimitris Theocharis , ‘Diamesolavisi: Ena sighrono kai apodotiko ergaleio gia tin epilisi (kai) 
emporikon diaforon’, Allpack magazine, [May 2011]. 
26 Ioanna Mamali, ‘Dikastiki Mesolavisi – Arthro 214B KPolD’, 
<www.diamesolavisi.gov.gr%2Fsites%2Fdefault%2Ffiles%2Fnews%2Fattachments%2Fdikastiki_mes
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is also evident, as it was stated before, in its outcome. First of all, parties are free to 
respect what they have agreed to. The final agreement may contain any condition 
parties want. It may settle the initial dispute, but it may also regulate their future 
relationship. The decision of the court determines the past while the mediation 
agreement handles the future. Last but not least, as it results from the above, the 
voluntary nature of the procedure is more than obvious. Parties are free to abandon 
mediation proceedings, whenever they want to. They participate in it on their own 
initiative. The mediator does not issue a court order. Parties, assisted by him, reach to 
a mutually agreed decision27. 
 Mediation would not have been so successful in today’s business world, if the 
whole procedure was lacking confidentiality, which is considered the quintessence of 
it, in the absence of which the whole procedure “would grind to a halt”28. Anything that 
has been brought into or said or presented by the parties during mediation cannot leave 
the room or brought before the court, without the permission of the person, who shared 
it. The same applies also to anything that has been said by one of the parties to the 
mediator during caucuses. It is also forbidden for the mediator to be examined as a 
witness in any subsequent legal or administrative proceedings. Everything is said 
during caucuses it is only for him to know (unless of course parties have agreed 
otherwise) while at the end of the mediation proceedings his/her notes are destroyed. 
The importance of confidentiality is brought out when parties decide, after their failure 
to reach to a settlement, to commence litigation proceedings. Mediation is a high 
confidential procedure. Even its existence is confidential. 
 As it was stated before, the maestro of the whole procedure is the mediator. An 
impartial third person, who has been trained – at least in most EU member state - 
specifically for this purpose, facilitates the parties in order to reach a mutually agreed 
solution. He conducts the mediation proceedings, by informing the opposing parties 
and their attorneys about theirs rights and obligations, by encouraging them to express 
their views, claims and beliefs either during caucuses or when they are all present, by 
transferring suggestions from one party to the other – with the approval, of course, of 
                                                 
olavisi_-_arthro_214v_kpold.pdf&usg=AFQjCNFGwjW 7cNAtmiHXvExzQtaa74Xw-
A&sig2=ILPCwfaSUqkuTGxf43eRwQ>, accessed 10 January 2017, page 2. 
27 Dimitris Theocharis , ‘Diamesolavisi: Ena sighrono kai apodotiko ergaleio gia tin epilisi (kai) 
emporikon diaforon’, Allpack magazine, [May 2011]. 
28 Julie Bédard,Timothy G. Nelson, Marco E. Schnabl, Barry H. Garfinkel, ‘Handbook on International 
Arbitration & ADR’, American Arbitration Assosiation (2nd edn, 2010), page 222. 
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the suggesting one – and by taking notes of the things that he believes that are useful. 
He also informs the parties that they are free to interrupt the procedure and leave 
whenever they want to. As an impartial third, he calms things down, he ensures the 
calmness and the pleasant atmosphere during the mediation as well as he facilita tes 
parties to find the common ground that may exist29. He does not have any authority to 
judge what is right or what is fair. He is neither a judge nor an arbitrator. His only job 
is to facilitate the negotiations between parties, so that they manage to reach to the 
settlement of their dispute. “He expresses his opinion, only when he is unanimous ly 
asked to”30. “The mediator does not have his own agenda in the negotiations31. He is a 
kind of a conductor in order for the understanding to come, which brings the acceptance 
and forms the reasoning with which the parties will identify with each other”32. A good 
mediator does not ensure the positive outcome of the mediation proceedings but a bad 
one surely does not. 
 However, no matter how trained and experienced is the mediator, the 
willingness of the parties to find a common ground, leave all their discords behind and 
reach to a mutually agreed solution plays the most decisive role in the successful 
outcome of the procedure. People tend to believe that mediation is a legal procedure, 
while the reality is far from the truth. “Mediation is a chance purely human, productive 
and efficient through an inherent creativity. And creativity means change. And change 
means that maybe we were not as right as we thought from the beginning. Because, 
being human means that maybe, in some point of your life, you will be wrong. But 
being wrong is something creative and creativity is an element of our human nature”33.  
And it is our human nature that makes us support and stand up for our rights. We want 
our story to be heard. We need our story to be heard, even though it causes more anger 
and pain. Addressing to the court and waiting for the judge to render the Judgment of 
Solomon could take all the anger and the discords and the pain away, but it may also 
                                                 
29 Eleni K. Plessa, ‘Gnorimia me ti diamesolavisi, mia exotiki neofermeni’ 
<http://www.eanda.gr/nomikos-logos/gnorimia-me-t i-diamesolabisi-mia-eksotiki-neofermeni>, 
accessed 4 March 2017. 
30 Christina Damoulianou, ‘Diamesolavisi kai diaitisia irthan kai stin Ellada ’, Kathimerini tis Kiriakis 
(Athens, 8 May 2011). 
31 Amanda Bucklow, ‘Diamesolavisi: I efkairia na kaneis to sosto, anagnorizontas to lathos’, (translated 
by Dimitra Mousioli),  
<http://www.diamesolavisi.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=246:2015-06-05-
08-52-49&cat id=1:latest-news&Itemid=73>, accessed 10 January 2017. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. 
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leave the parties unsatisfied and frustrated. In mediation, on the other hand, the parties 
have a chance to be heard and express their discursive of the way they perceive the 
reality. By telling their story, the creativity emerges and the anger, the pain, the fear 
and the distrust fade away and they give place to the acceptance and the willingness to 
reach to an agreement34. They do not seek for a compromise based on the conflation of 
their legal argument, but they strive for a solution that will serve them both, taking into 
their consideration non legal arguments as well. At the end of the day, a win-win 
solution could be achieved and the relationship or the partnership between them could 
be restored.  
 Having examined the institution of mediation and analyzed its definition and 
before we move on to the next chapter, where general information about Article 214B’ 
of the G.C.C.P – the institution of judicial Mediation – and the 3898/2010 Greek Law 
– the private one – will be provided, preparing the ground for the main topic of this 
dissertation, the comparative analysis between the aforementioned articles and their 
respective mediation mechanisms, we will focus on what makes mediation a social 
necessity in today’s world, although the majority of them has already been discussed 
about, since they constitute the definition of mediation themselves. The advantages of 
mediation are so powerful that “its avoidance constitutes a serious omission”35. First of 
all, in comparison with litigation or arbitration, mediation only lasts a few hours or, at 
worst, a few days, depending on the importance and the complexity of the case, the 
number of parties involved and -of course and as it was stated above – their willingness 
to leave all their discords behind and find a common ground. Secondly, as it was already 
stated, in comparison with the money-consuming litigation where the costs are 
unknown to the parties, at the moment they decide to apply for legal protection, in 
mediation, parties know ex ante what it will cost them, if they choose to settle their 
dispute through in this way. Those two advantages affect mostly the commercia l 
disputes and the ones of small financial significance. The access to the mediation is 
quite simple. Parties just choose a mediator or a mediation institution or they address 
to the court – in the case of judicial mediation – and if the other party agrees, the 
mediation proceedings commence. In case of a mediation clause, the type of mediation 
has already been decided, so after the dispute is arisen, parties just address to the proper 
                                                 
34 Ibid.  
35 Christina Damoulianou, ‘Diamesolavisi kai diaitisia irthan kai stin Ellada’, Kathimerini tis Kiriakis 
(Athens, 8 May 2011). 
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institution or independent mediator. As it has already been noted, mediation is a non-
binding procedure, since parties resort to mediation on their own initiative and they are 
free to walk off whenever they want to and resort to litigation, since their rights are not 
affected and the mediation procedure is deemed as it has never taken place. The 
disengagement from legal rules and the lack of legal formalism entails the flexibi lity 
not only of the procedure itself, but also of the outcome of it, as it has already been 
discussed in the previous paragraphs. “It can in the longer term create a non-litigious 
culture in which there are no winners and losers, but partners”36, since the mutua lly 
agreed solution can revitalize the relationship or the partnership between parties and 
last but not least, mediation proceedings could lead to decongestion of the already 
suffocated courts. 
  
                                                 
36 Report from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council and the European Economic 
and Social Committee on the application of Directive 2008/52/EC of the European Parliament and o f the 
Council on certain aspects of mediation in civil and commercial matters, Brussels, 26.8.2016 COM  
(2016) 542 final, page 11. 
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ΙΙ. MEDIATION IN GREECE – GREEK LAW 3898/2010 AND 
ARTICLE 214 B’ OF THE GREEK CODE OF THE CIVIL 
PROCEDURE. 
 
 In the Greek legal order and before the entry into force of the Greek Law 
3898/2010 and the article 214 B’, regulations aiming at the settling of private disputes, 
either on the initiative of the court or of the parties themselves, resembling to the 
institution of mediation, have not been unknown. For example, article 20837 of the 
Greek code of the civil procedure, prescribed that the magistrate is obliged – before or 
during the hearing – to try to settle the parties. The hearing proceeded only if he or she 
fails to settle them. Of course, the obligation of the magistrate was remitted by the 
article itself, since according to its provisions, his or her omission to settle them did not 
produce inadmissibility of the case. Article 209, which has originally been laid down 
in 1985 and amended in 201538, provides for that any of the parties, before they file 
their lawsuits, have the right to seek for the compromising intervention of the 
magistrate, by filing an application, describing briefly the dispute. The magistrate calls 
for a meeting between the parties and tries to settle them. Due to lack of practical 
application of this article and the abolishment of article 233 paragraph 2 of the 
G.C.C.P39, the Greek legislator laid down Article 116 A’ of the G.C.C.P.40, which does 
not address only to the local courts but it also includes the district courts. According to 
its provisions, the court encourages the parties to compromise their dispute, proposing 
them also some relevant suggestions. The wording of this provision is deliberate ly 
vague in order to include the majority of private disputes. The article applies to all 
disputes for which a lawsuit has already been filed, in contrast with the provisions of 
article 209, which applies only before the filing of a lawsuit. Last but not least, article 
214 A’ G. C. C. P. provides for that litigants have the right to compromise until the 
rendering of the final judgment. The judge is responsible for checking whether the 
dispute is receptive to be solved through compromise, whether the record has been 
                                                 
37 Before it was abolished by the Greek Law 4335/2015. 
38 By the abovementioned Greek Law. 
39 Which was prescribing a procedure, according to which the court on its own initiative could promote 
the compromise between parties . 
40 This article was also laid down by the abovementioned Greek law. 
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signed from the litigants and whether legal grounds upon which the compromise is 
based are solid.  
 Despite the fact that those mechanisms have been prescribed in the G.C.C.P. 
since the mid 80’s and they are quite simple in their application, their impact has been 
rather limited or even null, to be honest. People still prefer litigation rather than any 
other dispute resolution mechanism. People used to resort to justice for disputes that 
weren’t even worth their lawyers’ fees. Judges were keeping themselves busy with 
cases that could easily be solved away from the court, if only the parties could just sit 
and talk to each other. The problem with all those articles and provision was that none 
of them prescribed a structured procedure in detail. But, apart from the reluctance on 
behalf of Greek citizens to trust those mechanisms, they (the mechanisms) were 
doomed to fail from the moment they were laid down by the Greek legislator. “They 
are based on the conflation of the opposite views of the parties and not on the “creation 
of value”, focusing on their best interests”41. Parties did not think of the compromise as 
a win – win situation, but as a lose – lose one. Last but not least, Greek lawyers were 
not trained accordingly in the principles of compromise, so they did not suggest this 
method to their clients. 
 Of course, the abovementioned problem was not focused only in the Greek legal 
order. It was a pan-European problem that was bothering the European Institutions. 
European citizens were not trusting the alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, 
flooding in courts for any dispute they had, no matter how high was the cost of it. On 
behalf of the European governments, their encouragement for the use of A.D.R. 
mechanisms were rather limited, since the use of the was almost entirely voluntary. 
“This laissez-faire approach, however, changed in October 1999 when the European 
Council of Tampere suggested that alternative dispute resolution techniques to be 
implemented by the member state.”42, In the framework of the creation of an area of 
freedom, security and justice in the European Union, the European Council, in its 
Presidency Conclusions of the Tampere Council, Chapter B (V) (30)43 invites the 
                                                 
41 Komninos Komnios, ‘Eisagogi sto dikaio tis Diamesolavisis’, Dike 2007, 31 et seq.  
42 Giuseppe De Palo, ‘The highs and lows of mediation legislation in Italy’, Problems and Aspects of 
Mediation, (International Hellenic University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page: 10. 
43 The European Council invites the Council, on the basis of proposals by the Commission, to  establish 
minimum standards ensuring an adequate level of legal aid in cross -border cases throughout the Union 
as well as special common procedural rules for simplified and accelerated cross -border litigation on small 
consumer and commercial claims, as well as maintenance claims, and on uncontested claims. Alternative, 
extra-judicial procedures should also be created by Member States. 
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Member States to adopt alternative, extra-judicial procedures, in order for the European 
citizens to have better access to justice in Europe. The second step towards the 
establishment of A.D.R. mechanisms in Europe was expressed in the Directive 
2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on certain legal aspects of 
information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market44 
and in particular, in Article 1 (2)45, encouraging the use of out-of-court dispute 
settlements – inter alia – in order to ensure the free movement of information society 
services between the Member States46. Following this Directive, one year later the 
Commission released the Recommendation of 4 April 2001 on the principles for out-
of-court bodies involved in the consensual resolution of consumer disputes. The first 
reference made by the European institutions regarding the institution of mediation was 
made in the Recommendation Rec (2002)10 of the Committee of Ministers to member 
States on mediation in civil matters47, where the importance of mediation in civil 
matters in appropriate cases was pointed out as well as the dire need for the legisla t ion 
of mediation rules in the European legal order. But, this recommendation also provides 
– for the first time -  for a definition of mediation48, the scope of its application49, the 
mediation process itself – how it is organized or how the procedure commences - as 
well as for useful information regarding the training and the responsibility of mediators.  
 Following all these recommendations and directives and processes and after the 
European Commission published a draft directive on certain aspects of mediation in 
                                                 
44 ‘Directive 2000/31/EC on electronic commerce’. 
45 ‘Directive 2000/31/EC, Article 1: 
Para. 2. “This Directive approximates, to the extent necessary for the achievement of the objective set 
out in paragraph 1, certain national provisions on information society services relating to the internal 
market, the establishment of service providers, commercial communications, electronic contracts, the 
liability of intermediaries, codes of conduct, out-of-court dispute settlements, court actions and 
cooperation between Member States”. 
46 Ibid. Para. 1. “This Directive seeks to contribute to the proper functioning of the internal market by 
ensuring the free movement of information society services between the Member States”. 
47 (Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 18 September 2002 at the 808th meeting of the Ministers' 
Deputies). 
48 Recommendation Rec (2002)10 of the Committee of Ministers to member States on mediation in civil 
matter, 
I. For the purposes of this Recommendation, “mediation” refers to a dispute resolution process whereby 
parties negotiate over the issues in dispute in order to reach an agreement with the assistance of one or 
more mediators. 
49 Ibid. II. This Recommendation applies to civil matters. For the purpose of this Recommendation, the 
term “civil matters” refers to matters involving civil rights and obligations including matters of a 
commercial, consumer and labour law nature, but excluding administrative or penal matters. This 
Recommendation is without prejudice to the provisions of Recommendation No. R(98)1 on family  
mediation. 
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civil and commercial matters on 22.10.200450, the European Parliament and the Council 
of the European Union announced on May 21, 2008, the adoption of the Directive 
2008/52/EC on certain aspects of mediation in civil and commercial matters, “aiming 
at facilitating the access to alternative dispute resolution and promoting the amicable 
settlement of disputes by encouraging the use of mediation and by ensuring a balanced 
relationship between mediation and judicial proceedings”51, “creating at the same time 
a reliable and predictable legal framework for it”.52 The enactment of the Directive 
“culminated a ten-year legislative and political process in which each Member State 
was to consider the role of mediation in commercial affairs and take a formal position 
on the minimum requirements of the use of commercial mediation throughout the 
EU”53, while they were given three years to implement its provisions in their legal 
orders – until May 21, 2001 – “transposing them in the most viable way considering 
their own legislation and practices, the outcomes resulted in a range of incentives, 
sanctions and mandates”.54 Although, the Directive concerns mainly cross-border 
disputes55, section 856 broadens the scope of it, allowing the member states to apply its 
provisions to purely domestic dispute, as well. 
 In the light of and following the requirements of the directive, the Greek 
legislator decided to transpose the provisions of the Directive 2008/52/EC in the Greek 
legal order, introducing the institution of mediation, both the judicial and the 
extrajudicial one57. On 16th of December 2010, the Greek law 3898/2010 was published 
in the Greek Government Gazette bearing the title “Mediation in civil and commercia l 
matters”, regulating the private mediation (the extrajudicial one). A year later, based on 
the 109088/12.12.2011 ministerial decree, the code of conducts for the accredited 
mediators was established, which charts the basic principles for the undertaking and the 
                                                 
50 Green Paper on alternative dispute resolution in civil and commercial law, presented by the 
Commission. 
51 Directive 2008/52/EC, Article 1. 
52 Ashley Feasley, ‘Regulating Mediator Qualifications in the 2008 EU Mediation Directive: The Need 
for a Supranational Standard’, Journal of Dispute Resolution, Issue 2 [2011], page 333, 
<http://scholarship.law.missouri.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1629&context=jdr>,accessed 4/3/17 
53 Ibid., page 338. 
54 “Giuseppe De Palo, ‘The highs and lows of mediation legislation in Italy’, Problems and Aspects of 
Mediation, (International Hellenic University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page: 11. 
55 Article 2 of the Directive 2008/52/EC. 
56 Directive 2008/52/EC, Section 8 
“The provisions of this Directive should apply only to mediation in cross -border disputes, but nothing 
should prevent Member States from applying such provisions also to internal mediation processes”. 
57 The Directive provides for the definition both of the judicial mediation (Article 3(a) second paragraph) 
as well as the private (extrajudicial) one (Article 3(a) first paragraph). 
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exercise of the duties of mediators as well as for the procedure of mediation itself58. 
This code was based largely on the respective European code of conducts for mediators 
and its provisions are mandatory, since according to article 5 of the Greek Code, the 
minister of Justice has the power to revoke temporarily or permanently the accreditation 
of the mediator, if he or she breaches her duties, as they are described in the 
abovementioned code. Regarding the judicial mediation, the Greek legislator added the 
article 214 B’ in the Greek Code of Civil Procedure, with Article 7 of the Greek Law 
4055/201259. 
 Before we proceed to Chapter III of this dissertation, where a comprehens ive 
and comparative analysis between the instututions of judicial and extrajudicial (private) 
mediation will be attempted, which constitutes the main topic of this dissertation, it 
should be noted the reluctance of the Greek legislator to integrate the provisions of the 
Greek law of mediation60 into the G.C.C.P., considering that the G.C.C.P. has already 
been amended several times since 2010. Unlike the arbitration (the other alternat ive 
means of dispute resolution), the regulation of which is prescribed in Articles 867-903 
of the G.C.C.P., the Greek legislator deliberately decided not to do the same with 
mediation, with the reasoning “that mediation constitutes a procedure of dispute 
resolution and not of rendering of justice”61. “The mediator does not render justice, 
since he/she is not allowed to make any indication or suggestion towards the parties, 
neither he/she can impose his/her opinion for the resolution of the dispute”62. However, 
the opponents of this choice supports that the non-integration of the provisions of 
mediation in the G.C.C.P. could – and as it will be mentioned later, it has already – 
create legislative gaps and overlapping that will require a posteriori interpretation. In 
addition, if the legislator had acted otherwise, the legal world could have been more 
accustomed to the use of mediation, which could lead to the blooming of the institut ion. 
  
 
 
                                                 
58 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) page 139. 
59 Which the title “for the fair justice and the reasonable duration of it” . 
60 The Greek law 3898/2010. 
61 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) page 139. 
62 Konstantinos Polizogopoulos , ‘I Diamesolavisi: Mythoi kai pragmatikotita’, Dikaiorama, Issue 17, 
[2008], page:10. 
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III. THE COMPREHENSIVE AND COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
BETWEEN THE PRIVATE MEDIATION AND THE JUDICIAL 
ONE 
 
 As its title betrays it, this chapter will be devoted to the comprehensive and 
comparative analysis of the two pieces of legislation that regulate the institution of 
mediation in the Greek legal order. The Greek law 3898/2010 regulates the private 
mediation, while article 214B’ of the G.C.C.P. the judicial one. These two institut ions 
do not rise competitively with each other but they exist and operate in parallel, aiming 
at the wider marketing of alternative private disputes resolution means and, with it, at 
the saving of time and money63. They present plenty of similarities with each other, 
since the intended goals are common. However, they also present a number of 
differences, some of which are minor and concern more technical matters, but there are 
more important differences relating to the different nature of them, as it will be 
explained in the following pages. This chapter will be divided in two sub-chapters. In 
the first, the abovementioned pieces of legislation will be delineated in short, while in 
the sub-chapter that follows, the comparative analysis between them will be attempted. 
The similarities and differences will be categorized. The comparative analysis will be 
lopsided. Some differences or similarities require special attention and we will delve 
into them, while to others we will not dedicate but few lines. 
 
SUB-CHAPTER III.1 
 
Greek Law 3898/2010 
 The aforementioned law comprises fifteen (15) articles that describe 
comprehensively the procedure of mediation from its very beginning to the very end.  
Article 1 of the law provides for its scope of application, article 2 defines the disputes 
that fall within the scope of it, while article 3 provides for the ways that could get the 
mediation procedure underway. The next article provides for the necessary definitions, 
while the next three (5, 6 & 7) deal with the accreditation of mediators. Article 8 
describes the procedure per se, while article 9 deals with enforceability of agreements 
resulting from mediation, Article 10 ensures the confidentiality of the procedure, article 
                                                 
63 Athanasios Skontzos, “I Dikastiki (dia)mesolavisi kata ton KPolD”, page 9. 
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11 deals with effect of mediation on limitation and prescription periods and article 12 
regulates the payments of mediators. The last three articles are of informative nature. 
The Greek legislator, taking advantage of the relevant possibility provided by section 8 
of the 2008/52/EC Directive64, decided to apply the provisions of the directive to purely 
domestic disputes, as well. 
 
Article 214 B’ of the Greek Code of Civil Procedure  
 
 Article 214 B’ of the G.C.C.P. regulates the judicial mediation in the Greek 
legal order, introducing the institution of the judge-mediator. After the legislation of 
the private mediation in 2010, the regulation of the procedural return to the private 
mediation was essential65. The article consists of six (6) paragraphs. Paragraph 1 
introduces us to the judicial mediation, while paragraph 2, which was amended in 
201366, regulates the service of judges as mediators in their courts. The next two 
paragraphs describe the procedure of the judicial mediation, while the penultima te 
paragraph deals with the written agreement – in case the mediation is successful – and 
with the technical issues of it. The last paragraph of the article safeguards the 
confidentiality of the procedure. 
 As it is evident from the aforementioned and in contrast with the thorough 
regulation of the extrajudicial mediation in the law 3898/2010, the Greek legisla tor, 
following the example of the Great Britain and the Netherlands and in contrast with the 
exhausting regulation of Austria, was limited to just one article, regarding the regulat ion 
of the judicial mediation, “in order for the creativity and the flexibility, which are 
necessary for an institution that has just been born and it evolves, not to be put pressure 
on”67. In addition, it seems that the Greek legislator entrusts the knowledge, the 
perception and the experience of the judge. Those elements were deemed by the Greek 
legislator as more important than the legislative gaps that could be created in the 
application of the judicial mediation, which could be covered with pro rata application 
of the articles of the Greek law 3898/2010. 
 
                                                 
64 The provisions of this  Directive should apply only to mediation in cross -border disputes, but nothing 
should prevent Member States from applying such provisions also to internal mediation processes.  
65 Athanasios Skontzos, “I Dikastiki (dia)mesolavisi kata ton KPolD”, page 9. 
66  By article 102 par. 2 of the Greek law 4139/2013. 
67 Athanasios Skontzos, “I Dikastiki (dia)mesolavisi kata ton KPolD”, page 12. 
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SUBCHAPTER II 
 
TWO SIMILAR A.D.R. MECHANISMS FROM DIFFERENT SCHOOLS 
 
 The apparent and unquestionable similarity of the two institutions is that they 
both constitute alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, presenting plenty of 
common features. Starting with the disputes that can be settled through the examining 
institutions, Article 2 of the Greek law 3898/2010 (“the Law” from now on”) and 
paragraph 1 of article 214 B’68 provide for that all the private disputes can be settled 
through mediation, supposing that parties have the power to dispose the object of the 
dispute. Those provisions are the same as the one prescribed in article 867 of the 
G.C.C.P regarding the scope of arbitration, the other A.D.R. mechanism that has been 
legislated in the Greek legal order. Therefore, in the scope of both articles fall all the 
private disputes, namely the ones governed by the private law, resolved exclusive ly 
before the civil courts and the conclusion of a settlement is permitted69, the object of 
which could be expropriated, in the same way as with property rights, in rem or in 
personam70. In fact, receptive of resolution through mediation are those disputes, in 
which there is a “substantial interest for the continuation and the sustainability of 
intrapersonal or financial/business relations of the parties”71. On the other side, legal 
relations, regulated by overriding mandatory provisions, namely by rules of the public 
order, which have been laid down at the service of the public interest and disable the 
autonomy of private will72 do not fall under their scope. According to the explanatory 
memorandum of the “Law”, relations that cannot be settled through mediation are the 
                                                 
68 Although the wording of the article does not require explicitly that the parties have the right to dispose 
the object of the dispute, we can assume that this is a legislative slip and not a deliberate legislative 
choice. It is another legislative gap, that can be covered, as it was stated before, with pro rata application 
of Article 2 of the law. 
See also: George Diamantopoulos and Vasilili Koumpli ‘I diamesolavisi os tropos epilisis idiotikon 
diaforon sto elliniko dikaio’, Nomiko Vima [2015] Volume: 63, page 144. 
69 Katerina Fragkou, ‘Dikastiki mesolavisi”, Problems and Aspects of Mediation , (International Hellenic 
University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page 16. 
70 George Diamantopoulos and Vasilili Koumpli ‘I diamesolavisi os tropos epilisis idiotikon diaforon sto 
elliniko dikaio’, Nomiko Vima [2015] Volume: 63, page 144. 
71 Katerina F. Gkratziou, ‘I ektelestotita tou praktikou tis diamesolavisis’, Problems and Aspects of 
Mediation, (International Hellenic University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page 58. 
72 Katerina Fragkou, ‘Dikastiki mesolavisi”, Problems and Aspects of Mediation , (International Hellenic 
University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page 17. 
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ones relating to fiscal, customs or administrative disputes or claims against the state 
due to actions or omissions during the exercise of state power73. 
 
THE VOLUNTARY NATURE OF THE PROCEDURE 
 
 Both of the abovementioned pieces of legislation are found in three basic 
principles. The confidentiality, the impartiality and the voluntary nature of the 
procedure. Beginning with the later, it is manifested in two ways: parties are free to 
resort to mediation in order for their dispute to be settled, but they are also free to 
abandon it or carry it on, depending on their discretion. Paragraph (1) section (2) of 
article 214B’ and articles 3 & 8 of the “Law” confirm the abovementioned, as well as 
article 3 para. (4) of the explanatory memorandum of law draft “Mediation in civil and 
commercial disputes”, which provides for that due to the voluntary nature of the 
procedure, the agreement to mediate must be repeated after the dispute has arisen74. 
Contrary legislative procedure could be deemed as restrictive of the freedom, provided 
for by article 20 (1) of the Greek constitution75. Last but not least, regarding the 
voluntary nature of the procedure, breaching the mediation agreement cannot support 
the inadmissibility of the procedure before the courts76. 
 
THE PRINCIPAL OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
  
 “The willingness of the parties to disclose information, which then forms the 
basis for a solution favorable to all involved in the conflict is the key to the success of 
mediation”77. The Greek legislator, following the requirements of article 7 of the 
                                                 
73 Greek Ministers of Finance and Justice, ‘Explanatory memorandum of Greek law draft “Mediation in 
civil and commercial disputes’, [2010] page: 2. 
74 This legislative choice has been criticized, since according to its opponents, it weakens rather than 
boosts the mediation procedure. 
See: Stavroula I. Aggoura, ‘Nomiki fisi tis diamesolavisi’, Problems and Aspects of Mediation, 
(International Hellenic University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page 24. 
75 Constitution of Greece 2008, Article 20: 
Para. 1. Every person shall be entitled to receive legal protection by the courts and may plead before 
them his views concerning his rights or interests, as specified by law. 
76 George Diamantopoulos and Vasilili Koumpli ‘I diamesolavisi os tropos epilisis idiotikon diaforon sto 
elliniko dikaio’, Nomiko Vima [2015] Volume: 63, page 148 & 
Katerina Fragkou, ‘Dikastiki mesolavisi”, Problems and Aspects of Mediation , (International Hellenic 
University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page 16. 
77 Felix Steffek, ‘Mediation in the European Union: An Introduction’, [2012], <https://e-
justice.europa.eu/fileDownload.do?id=b3e6a432-440d-4105-b9d5-29a8be95408f>, accessed 10 January 
2017, page 11. 
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2008/52/EC directive, transposed the principle of confidentiality in the Greek legal 
order, both in private mediation - Articles 8 & 10 of the “Law” – and in the judicial one 
- paragraph 6 of article 214 B’. According to the explicit wording of the provisions of 
both institutions, parties are committed in writing that they are abided by the princip le 
of confidentiality, which has a twofold meaning. First, anything said and shared during 
mediation cannot be used or be taken into account during litigation, if parties fail to 
reach to an agreement. Any written records that have been kept by the mediator are 
destroyed at the end of the proceedings. Parties are safe to disclose all the information 
they possess in order to settle their dispute, knowing that this information cannot be 
used against them later in potential litigation proceedings. Anything that is declared by 
the parties during negotiations aims at the settling of their dispute and “not in the 
creation of any commitment, until the signing of the final agreement”78. This aspect of 
confidentiality does not only include the information shared during the procedure, but 
it also concerns the people involved in it. In particular, according to the explic it 
provision of article 10, which applies pro rata to the judicial mediation, mediators, 
parties, their proxies or anyone who takes part in it, cannot testify as witnesses in the 
litigation proceeding that follows, if only it is imposed by overriding mandatory 
provisions, for example for the protection of minors or if the physical or mental health 
of a person is at stake. 
 The other aspect of confidentiality covers the internal relationships between the 
mediator and the parties. The mediator should refrain from announcing any 
information, facts or documents shared by one party during the caucuses to the other, 
unless there is the explicit consent of the former. In particular, the separate meetings of 
the mediator and each of the parties require greater confidentiality standards, since it 
allows each side to develop its views and arguments in a climate of trust79. 
 As it was mentioned above, mediation is a high confidential procedure. Without 
confidentiality, mediation could be used as a Trojan horse by the parties. In other words, 
they would submit their disputes in mediation only to find out about other’s party cards. 
 
 
 
                                                 
78 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) pages 86-87. 
79 Athanasios Skontzos, “I Dikastiki (dia)mesolavisi kata ton KPolD”, page 15. 
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THE IMPARTIALITY AND NEUTRALITY OF THE MEDIATOR 
 
 The third principle upon which both institutions are found is the one of 
impartiality and the neutrality of the mediator. Article 4 paragraph (c) of the “Law” in 
conjunction with the code of conducts for the accredited mediators80 and article 8781 of 
the Greek Constitution safeguard the abovementioned principles during the mediation 
proceedings. As it is provided for by a piece of legislation of the European Union82, the 
“mediator is impartial regarding his/her relationship between parties and neutral as 
regards to the outcome of the mediation”. The mediator should refrain from any action 
that could be deemed as favoring unilaterally one party, he should announce any 
previous relationship with the parties or abstain - in case of the judge-mediator - keep 
equal distances between them and in general follow the structured procedure that 
respects parties’ rights and deals with them as equals83. In case the mediator feels that 
he/she cannot proceed with the mediation on an impartial manner, he/she should 
announce it to parties and leave. 
 Regarding the principle of neutrality, which is translated as the duty of the 
mediator not to influence the outcome of the mediation proceedings, namely not letting 
his or her personal beliefs or interest get in the way, guiding the procedure on the way 
he or she desires, the examined institutions present their first major difference. A 
difference that reflects two different theoretical schools. The first one supports the 
facilitative model, while the second the evaluative one, with the criterion being the 
stance of the mediator. Judicial mediation follows explicitly the evaluative model 
(paragraph 3 of article 214B’ of the G.C.C.P.), while the extrajudicial mediation of the 
“the Law” follows the facilitative model. This difference is explained by the fact that 
judicial mediation constitutes an institution of the procedural law, regulated explicit ly 
                                                 
80  Provided by the minis terial decree 109088/12.12.2011. 
81 Constitution of Greece 2008, Article 87: 
Para. 1. Justice shall be administered by courts composed of regular judges who shall enjoy functional 
and personal independence. 
Para. 2. In the discharge of their duties, judges shall be subject only to the Constitution and the laws; in 
no case whatsoever shall they be obliged to comply with provisions enacted in violation of the 
Constitution. 
Para. 3. Regular judges shall be inspected by judges of a superior rank, as well as by the Public Prosecutor 
and the Deputy Prosecutor of the Supreme Civil and Criminal Court; Public Prosecutors shall be 
inspected by the Supreme Civil and Criminal Court judges and Public Prosecutors of a superior rank, as 
specified by law. 
82 Τhe Council of Europe’s Recommendations No R (98) I on Family of mediation. 
83 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) page 102. 
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in the G.C.C.P., where the judicial element is dominant, while the private mediation 
constitutes an institution of the substantive law, regulated by the Greek law 3898/2010, 
where dominant is the element of the autonomy of the private will84.  
 The crucial element that divides the two abovementioned theoretical schools is 
the involvement of the mediator in the extrapolation of the final agreement between the 
parties. According to the evaluative model, the mediator keeps an interventionist 
approach towards the parties, by suggesting possible solutions to them or guidelines or 
presenting them the possible judicial outcome of their dispute, if they fail to reach to an 
agreement and resort to litigation. The judge-mediator does not limit himself to aiding 
the communication between parties, but he moves further, recognizing and 
understanding the interests of the parties, suggesting them possible solutions or even 
providing them with legal advice85. He literally mediates between parties, in order for 
them to reach to an agreement86. The experience and the knowledge of the judge play 
an important role in the smooth functioning of the procedure as well as they make it 
more attractive to parties. In the case of the judicial mediation of article 214B’, the 
judge – mediator direct non-binding suggestions to the parties. 
 On the other hand, the facilitative model is followed by the mediation of the 
Greek law 3898/2010. The mediator facilitates the communication between parties, so 
they can reach on their own at a mutual agreement. “The mediator aims at the 
establishment of trust between parties, so they can fully participate in the mediation 
procedure and focus on the settling of their disputes”87. He acts as a catalyst, leaving 
the power to decide to parties88. He does not intervene or express his opinion in any 
way, unless he is asked to. 
 So, despite the fact that the examined institutions are based on the similar 
principles and their scope of application cover the same kind of disputes, they represent 
two different and opposite theoretical schools. 
 
  
                                                 
84 Athanasios Skontzos, “I Dikastiki (dia)mesolavisi kata ton KPolD”, page 10. 
85 Ibid., page 17. 
86 Ioanna Stratsiani, ‘I dikastiki mesolavisi – tou N. 4055/2012, Αrthro 214B’ KPolD’, (Thessaloniki, 
2014), <http://dikastis.blogspot.gr/2014/04/40552012-214.html>, accessed 4th March 2017 
87 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) page 104. 
88 Ioanna Stratsiani, ‘I dikastiki mesolavisi – tou N. 4055/2012, Αrthro 214B’ KPolD’, (Thessaloniki, 
2014), <http://dikastis.blogspot.gr/2014/04/40552012-214.html>, accessed 4th March 2017. 
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THE HOW TO OF THE MEDIATION PROCEDURE 
 
LIS PENDENS 
 
 Having analyzed more theoretical matters in the previous pages, it is about time 
to deal with more technical issues and in particular, with the mediation procedure itself. 
The first common element between the examined institutions is that they do not require 
lis pendens in order for the parties to resort to them. This results explicitly from 
paragraph 1 of article 214B’ as well as from article 3 of the “Law”. Parties can trigger 
them directly without having to file their lawsuit first. Of course, if they have already 
preferred litigation having filed their lawsuit and before the initiation of the 
proceedings, no one can prevent them from changing their minds and resort to 
mediation instead. The same applies in case the hearing has already begun, so the court 
stays the proceedings, giving parties a chance to settle their disputes on their own 
through mediation. According to the explicit provision of article 214B’ the proceedings 
are stayed for a short period of time, while the “Law” prescribes for a period of three 
(3) to six (6) months. The new article 214 C’ that has been legislated in 201589 specifies 
that “short period of time”, providing that the court stays the proceeding for a period of 
three months. 
 
THE INITIATIVE 
 
 Despite the fact that both institutions share the same abovementioned 
procedural requirement, they present another major substantive difference concerning 
the initiative for the commencement of the procedure. In particular, the wording of the 
legislation is – once again – categorical. Paragraph 3 of article 214B’ provides for that 
“any interest party, followed by his lawyer or represented by him, can resort to the local 
competent judge-mediator, submitting this request in writing”. On the other hand, in 
the “Law” there are prescribed more ways for the initiation of the procedure. Either 
parties have agreed explicitly and in writing to resort to the private mediation or the 
mediation procedure is forced by the law or by the ruling of a foreign court from another 
member state. There is also a common way for the commencement of the mediation 
                                                 
89 By the Greek law 4335/2015. 
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proceedings, according to which the court, bearing in mind all the relevant 
circumstances of the case, summons the parties to settle their dispute through 
mediation, either the judicial or the private one. The present dissertation will focus only 
on the first ways for the initiation of the procedure, since there has not been laid down 
any provision making the mediation mandatory in the Greek legal order, the mandatory 
resort to mediation ordered by the ruling of a foreign court does not present any legal 
interest and the last way, namely the case where the mediation is ordered by a domestic 
court, has already been discussed in the previous paragraph. 
 Regarding the judicial mediation, as it was already stated, it is exclusively for 
the interest party to initiate the procedure. He or she resorts to the local competent judge 
– mediator, presenting them the dispute, in order for him to ascertain if it is receptive 
for resolution through mediation, namely, if there is the power to dispose the object of 
the dispute, following the rules of the substantive law. If the judge evaluates that the 
dispute can be settled through mediation, then the party proceeds to the written 
submission of the application, which should include a brief description of the case as 
well as the contact details of the other party. The original file of the application is 
submitted to the secretary of the local court and the judge – mediator sets the time and 
the place, where and when the first meeting between the parties and him will take place.  
 On the other side and as regards to private mediation, the situation is much 
different. The rule is that in order for the private mediation of the “Law” to be activated, 
the convergence of the indication of the will of the parties is required. In much simpler 
words, parties must agree to submit their dispute to mediation explicitly and in writing. 
“This agreement, based on the freedom of contract, constitutes an expression of the 
private autonomy and it is where the mediator will draw his power from, in order to 
help the parties”90. The agreement to mediate could take the form either of a clause, 
integrated in a contract or of an autonomous agreement, before or after the dispute has 
arisen. “Due to the importance of the voluntary submission to mediation for the 
successful outcome of the procedure, it appeared appropriate that the relevant 
agreement must be repeated by the parties, after their dispute has arisen”91. So, if the 
contract between the parties provides for a mediation clause, in order for the procedure 
                                                 
90 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) page 151. 
91 Greek Ministers of Finance and Justice, ‘Explanatory memorandum of Greek law draft “Mediation in 
civil and commercial disputes’, [2010] page: 2. 
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to commence, parties should agree de novo to submit their dispute to mediation. It is 
supported, however, that this requirement weakens instead of boosting the procedure 
and it is objected to one of the basic law principles “pacta sund servanda92. In any case, 
after the dispute has arisen, parties address to the mediator of their desire and they 
coordinate with each other about the initiation of the proceedings. 
 
THE WRITING REQUIREMENT 
 
 But, before we proceed to comparison of the mediation procedure, there are two 
common elements between the examined institutions that need to be noted. As it has 
been evident in the previous paragraphs, both institutions require that the agreement to 
mediate must be in written form, for the sake of legal security and protection of the 
parties during their participation in the mediation93. The nature of this common 
requirement has been disputed. Before the legislation of article 214 C’ of the G.C.C.P., 
there were no dispute about it. The writing requirement was necessary for proving the 
existence of the mediation agreement and not for establishing the procedure itself. It 
rendered the proof of the conclusion of the agreement easier and it promoted the 
institution of mediation, since the validity of the agreement was independent from the 
compliance to written requirement94. The mediation agreement could be legally 
concluded orally. The abidance to it was up to the parties. If the dispute had arisen and 
they resorted to mediation, as they had orally agreed, there was no problem. However, 
if one of the parties decided to defy the oral agreement, there was no means to prove it 
and pursue any legal rights. “For example, the proof of reimbursement for the attorney’s 
fees, under the provisions of the substantive law or any damages suffered on account 
of the loss of opportunity is extremely difficult” 95. The Greek legislator, nonetheless, 
decided to rock the boat, when he decided to legislate article 214C’, which provides for 
in the second paragraph that the agreement of the parties to resort to mediation is only 
validate when it can be proven in writing. This provision overturns anything that has 
                                                 
92 Stavroula I. Aggoura, ‘Nomiki fisi tis diamesolavisi’, Problems and Aspects of Mediation, 
(International Hellenic University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page 24. 
93 Greek Ministers of Finance and Justice, ‘Explanatory memorandum of Greek law draft “Mediation in 
civil and commercial disputes’, [2010] page: 2. 
94 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) pages 152-153. 
95 Stavroula I. Aggoura, ‘Nomiki fisi tis diamesolavisi’, Problems and Aspects of Mediation, 
(International Hellenic University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page 27-28. 
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been said above about the mediation agreement. The legislator, in order to certain the 
legal certainty – following the example of the arbitration rules96 - decided to relate the 
validity of the mediation agreement to the compliance of the writing requirement. The 
Greek legislator must as soon as possible to clarify this misunderstanding, in order to 
prevent any future disputes. 
 
LIMITATION AND PRESCRIPTION PERIODS 
 
 In addition, the recourse to the examined procedures has similar consequences 
from the point of the substantive law, regarding the effect they both have on limita t ion 
and prescription periods. First of all, it is accepted that the legislative gap in article 
214B’ is covered – once again – by pro rata application of article 11 of the “Law”. It 
should be noted that there is not any reference either on explanatory memorandum of 
the law that introduce the judicial mediation in the Greek legal order about the relevant 
matter. “In this case, for reasons of protection of the rights of the parties and due to the 
fact that the two institutions resemble to each other, it would be more appropriate to 
accept the pro rata application of article 11 of the “Law”, until further legislat ive 
corrective intervention”97. In particular, the recourse to both institutions interrupts the 
limitation and prescription period throughout the mediation proceedings and it does not 
suspend them. Once the proceedings are over, either successfully or unsuccessfully, the 
abovementioned time limits start over from the beginning. At this point, three 
observations worth to be made regarding this latter legislative choice. First, the Greek 
legislator decided to give the parties the chance to really work on their dispute, calm 
and undistracted, without having them worried about the limitation or prescription 
period of the object of their dispute. If the procedure fails and they do not manage to 
find a common ground, then, they have the road of litigation ahead of them, with brand 
new time – limits. According to the provisions of article 11 of the “Law”, the limita t ion 
and prescription periods that were interrupted, start over either from the moment the 
parties sign the record declaring the failure of the procedure or if one party abandons 
the procedure, from the moment that party effect service his resignation to the other 
                                                 
96 Article 868 of the G.C.C.P prescribes that the arbitration agreement is  valid only if it is in writing. 
97 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) pages 353-354. 
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party as well as to the mediator or from the time the mediation proceedings are 
terminated in any other way. 
 The second issue worth commenting is the provision of article 11 “without 
prejudice to articles 261 et seq. of the Greek Civil Code”, which deal with the statute 
of limitations of the substantive law. This provision has fallen in disuse after 2013 and 
the amendment of article 261 of Greek Civil Code98, as regards to the general rule of 
the substantive law. The exceptions provided for by articles 266, 268 of the Greek Civil 
Code are still in use. Before this amendment, the legal framework provided for that 
after the interruption of the limitation and prescription periods, new time limits were 
commencing immediately, which could only be interrupted by procedural acts on behalf 
of the parties or the court99. The provision of article 11 was then meaningful, since the 
legal framework prescribed for the mediation proceeding was different. After the 
amendment, the provision of article 11 of the “Law” regarding the general rule of the 
statute of limitations prescribed by article 261 et seq100 of the Greek Civil Code, has no 
practical use. 
 Last but not least, regarding the new tight time limits of 100 days, prescribed 
by articles 237 and 238 of the G.C.C.P., a legislative intervention is an absolute 
necessity. According to article 214C’ (1), in case of the lawsuits filed under the 
provisions of the abovementioned articles, resorting to mediation consists in the 
cancelation of the hearing, which of course can be recovered by the parties if they fail 
to settle their dispute through mediation. However, according to the new provision of 
article 260 of the G.C.C.P., the time limit for this recovery is only sixty (60) days. After  
this deadline, the case is deleted by the court register and lawsuit is deemed as it has 
never been filed. This constitutes a disincentive to the use of the A.D.R. mechanism of 
mediation and it should draw the attention of the Greek legislator. 
 
THE PROCEDURE ITSELF 
 
 As it has been implied from the abovementioned and noted at least twice, private 
mediation and the judicial present the most substantive difference, as regards to the 
                                                 
98 By article 101 of the Greek law 4139/2013. 
99 Ι.e. the filing and the delivery of the lawsuit or of the ruling or the rendering of the ruling itself or the 
delivery of the call to order etc. 
100 Bearing in mind the abovementioned exceptions . 
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process itself. The former is a structured procedure, which is developed gradually, 
following strictly specified steps, for which the mediator has been specifically trained 
for. It comprises the mediator’s opening statement, during which the mediator makes 
the purpose and the agenda of the procedure as well as his/her role as mediator known 
to the parties, he or she explains to them what caucuses are and the opening statement 
is concluded after the parties, having all of their questions explained, commit to 
proceed. This phase is followed by parties’ opening statements, where they present 
themselves and explain why they choose to mediate, in an attempt for both parties and 
the mediator to identify their positions and the underlying interests. Next, the mediator 
and each party are meeting alone. This process is called caucus and it is one of the most 
important elements in mediation, during which the mediator has the opportunity, by 
encouraging information sharing, to explore the strengths and weaknesses of parties’ 
cases and to find more about their interests, promoting by this way the process of 
mediation in order for the parties to reach to a desired outcome. “Parties have a chance 
to speak frankly and freely with the mediator, safe in the knowledge that nothing will 
be transmitted to anyone”101. The mediation procedure is concluded successfully after 
parties reaching an agreement or unsuccessfully, if the parties fail to reach to an 
agreement or one of them or both of them abandon the procedure. The maestro of the 
procedure is the mediator, the importance and the role of whom has already been 
analyzed. At the time of the legislation of the “Law”, only lawyers could be appointed 
as mediators. However, according to the presidential decree 123/2011 and article 6, as 
mediators could be appointed anyone, who is a holder of a university degree or diploma. 
For the accreditation of the mediators and their training, the Greek legislator has la id 
down articles 5, 6 & 7 of the “Law”, which have been specified or amended by the 
ministerial decrees 109087102-109088/2011103 and 107309/2012104 as well as by the 
presidential decree 123/2011105. 
 Regarding the judicial mediation, its procedure has been left deliberately vague 
by the Greek legislator, giving the judge – mediator the freedom to shape the mediation 
                                                 
101 Julie Bédard,Timothy G. Nelson, Marco E. Schnabl, Barry H. Garfinkel, ‘Handbook on International 
Arbitration & ADR’, American Arbitration Assosiation (2nd edn, 2010), page 227. 
102 “About the constitution of the committee for the accreditation of the mediators” . 
103 “About the procedure for the recognition of the certificates of accreditation of mediators – Enactment 
of the Code of Contacts of Mediators and Determination of sanctions for the infringements of it” . 
104 “About the amendment of the ministerial decree of 109088/2011” . 
105 “About the determination of the terms and conditions of the authorization and the functioning of the 
organizations for the training of mediators in civil and commercial disputes . 
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procedure according to the needs of the parties and the peculiarities of the problem, as 
it has already been stated above. The judge-mediator approaches every case differently. 
According to article 214B’ (2), at every local and appellate court one or more judges 
are appointed as mediators, serving for two years – with the possibility of renewal for 
one more. Of course, it is recognized that the procedure includes private meetings with 
the parties (caucus) as well as common ones106. The procedure is concluded after the 
parties reach to an agreement or the failure of it is ascertained. 
 
THE OUTCOME OF THE MEDIATION 
 
 The curtain of the mediation falls when parties and their attorneys as well as the 
mediator sign the record of the agreement or the failure of it. The quintessence of the 
mediation procedure lies on the final agreement or disagreement. Taking a closer look 
at the two pieces of legislation regulating the private mediation and the judicial one, it 
is evident that their provisions concern only the case that the mediation proceedings 
ended up successfully. This could be explained by the fact that the effects of the failure 
of the proceedings have already been clarified and in particular, the failure of the 
proceedings signals the beginning of the limitation and prescription period of the object 
of the dispute, as it has already been discussed about above. The only thing worth to be 
noted about this similarity, namely the common lack of a provision regarding the failure 
of the mediation proceedings, is that since the record of the mediation does not contain 
a ruling, but only the concurrence of the wills of the parties for the settlement of their 
dispute, it is not a judgement and an appeal cannot be found against it107. However, the 
failure of the mediation procedure does not always entail necessarily the complete break 
of the relations of the parties. Throughout it, parties have a chance to release all their 
negative emotions and the tension that have been arisen due to the dispute that could 
mature them and make them reexamine the situation and maybe, even outside of 
mediation, they could finally reach to an agreement that will be in the benefit of both. 
Or even they could try the mediation again, since there is no provision prohibit ing 
parties from it. 
                                                 
106 Katerina Fragkou, ‘Dikastiki mesolavisi”, Problems and Aspects of Mediation , (International Hellenic 
University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page 18. 
See also the provision of 214B’ (3). 
107 Katerina Fragkou, ‘Dikastiki mesolavisi”, Problems and Aspects of Mediation , (International Hellenic 
University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page 19. 
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 So, this was the worst case scenario. The best case scenario is that parties make 
good use of the mediation procedure and they finally manage to reach to a mutua lly 
agreed solution, which is imprinted in writing in the record of mediation, signed by the 
mediator, the parties and their attorneys, as it has already been noted above. At this 
point, there is some confusion between legal doctrinaires, resulting – once again – from 
the evident legislative gaps. In particular, article 9 of the “Law” prescribes in detail the 
conditions for the enforcement of the record of the mediation. In the first paragraph are 
laid down the necessary elements the record must have in order to be valid. The names 
of mediator and the parties, the place and the date where and when the mediation 
proceedings took place, the mediation agreement based on which the process of 
mediation is found and of course, the mutually agreed solution the parties reach to, 
should be written on it. Consequently, the record is signed and the original document 
is submitted to the secretary of the local court by the mediator, under the condition that 
he is asked to by the parties. As soon as the interested party arranges the payment of 
the administrative fee, the record of the agreement shall be enforceable, according to 
Article 904 (2) (c) 108 and 918 of G.C.C.P. (2) (b).109 
 As regards to the judicial mediation, the situation surrounding the record of the 
agreement is unclear. The Greek legislator decided to dedicate only one paragraph to 
it, which largely repeats the content of article 9 of the “Law”, with the exception of the 
necessary elements that the record shall have as well as on whose initiative the record 
is submitted to the secretary of the local court. It is supported110 that – once again – 
those legislative gaps are covered by the pro rata application of article 9 of the “Law”. 
The record shall contain the abovementioned elements and the judge-mediator submits 
himself the record to the secretary of the local court, if he is asked to by the parties. 
However, it is also supported111 that the judge – mediator on his own initiative, submits 
                                                 
108 G.C.C.P., Article 904: 
Para. 1. Enforcement may only be carried out by virtue of an enforceable instrument. 
Para. 2. The enforceable instruments are: c) The records of the Greek courts containing a compromis e 
[…]. 
109 G.C.C.P., Article 918: 
Para. 1. An enforcement by execution may only be carried out by virtue of a copy of the enforceable 
instrument carrying the formula of execution (exequatur). The formula of execution consists of its 
issuance in the name of the Greek people and of an order addressed to all competent ag ents to enforce 
the instrument. 
Para. 2. The formula of enforcement shall be affixed on: b) The records of the Greek courts containing a 
compromise […]. 
110 Athanasios Skontzos, ‘I Dikastiki (dia)mesolavisi kata ton KPolD’, page 16. 
111 See: Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi 
kai erminia tou N. 3898/2010 , (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) page 220. 
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the record of the agreement, which is assimilated with a notarial document and is used 
as a title for the recordation or release of mortgage112, without following the procedure 
prescribed by article 918 (2) (b) of the G.C.C.P. Maybe vagueness and differences that 
it entails are of little importance but they could have been avoided. In any case, the 
payment of the administration fee is also necessary and the outcome of the judicia l 
mediation shall be enforceable, according to Article 904 (2) (c) of the G.C.C.P.113. 
 
RES JUDICATA AND WHAT ABOUT THE COURT PROCEEDINGS THAT HAVE 
ALREADY COMMENCED? 
 
 As it was stated before, the resort to mediation could take place after parties 
have followed the path of litigation proceedings. And let us assume that the parties 
manage to find a mutually agreed solution. What is happening to the court trial that has 
already begun? The solution that is applied is mutual for both parties. In order to answer 
this question, first it must be noted that the agreement that is imprinted in the record of 
the mediation resembles legally to the extrajudicial compromise. Therefore, from the 
moment parties sign the record, it becomes res judicata as far as the claims included in 
it, having as a result that the dispute that has just been resolved cannot be settled 
otherwise, since the outcome of the extrajudicial compromise resembles to the claims 
of the substantive law that have been settled by court rulings114. However, as it 
supported - but not unanimously - despite the abovementioned fact that the outcome of 
the mediation resembles to the extrajudicial compromise, the court proceedings that 
have already started are no abolished automatically, unlike to what happens in the case 
of extrajudicial compromises115. An “exception peremptoria” is found, however, that 
binds the court to issue its ruling according to the content of the record of the media tion 
                                                 
& 
“I ektelestotita tou praktikou tis diamesolavisis”, by Katerina F. Gkratziou, published in “Problems and 
Aspects of Mediation” in Thessaloniki 2014 by the International Hellenic University, page: 72 
& 
George Diamantopoulos and Vasilili Koumpli ‘I diamesolavisi os tropos epilisis idiotikon diaforon sto 
elliniko dikaio’, Nomiko Vima [2015] Volume: 63, page 159. 
112 Article 293 of the G.C.C.P. 
113 G.C.C.P., Article 904: 
Para. 2. The enforceable instruments are: c) The records of the Greek courts containing a compromis e 
[…]. 
114 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) pages 292-293. 
115 Article 293 of the G.C.C.P. 
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proceedings116. This legal paradox has been criticized and it is supported that the 
successful outcome of the mediation proceedings must entail the automatic abolishment 
of the litigation ones117. The need for a legislative intervention is – once again – dire. 
 
THE COST 
 
 The last but not least difference between the judicial mediation and the private 
one is traced in the cost of each procedure. In particular, in the private mediation, the 
mediator is paid for every hour of his work, including the time for his preparation. a 
time limit of twenty-four (24) hours is prescribed118 and the payment burdens both 
parties. The amount of his payment is determined at 100 Euro per hour, according to 
the ministerial decree 1460/27.1.2012. In contrast, in judicial mediation, no payment is 
provided for the judge – mediator. The administration fee that must be paid in both 
proceedings for the enforcement of the outcome of the mediation amounts to 100 euro, 
according to the ministerial decree 85485/18.9.2012. The attorneys’ fees, of course, 
burden each party individually. In conclusion, the judicial mediation is evidently an 
inexpensive procedure, while the cost of the private mediation could reach the 2.400 
Euro, let alone the administrative and attorneys’ fees. 
  
                                                 
116 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010’, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) page 294. 
117 George Diamantopoulos and Vasilili Koumpli ‘I diamesolavisi os tropos epilisis idiotikon diaforon 
sto elliniko dikaio’, Nomiko Vima [2015] Volume: 63, page 159. 
118 Article 12 of the “Law”. 
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IV. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND A PERSONAL COMMENT 
 Abraham Lincoln, an American politician and lawyer who served as 
the 16th President of the United States once said “Discourage litigation. Persuade your 
neighbours to compromise whenever you can. Point out to them how the nominal 
winner is often a real loser -- in fees, expenses, and waste of time. As a peacemaker the 
lawyer has a superior opportunity of being a good man. There will still be business 
enough”. 
 These wise words of one of the greatest Presidents of the United States of 
America are still as relevant as ever. The litigation proceedings are not the only way to 
settle a dispute and the Greek legislator, following the requirements of the Mediation 
directive, has introduced to the Greek legal order two alternate means of dispute 
resolution, the private mediation prescribed by the Greek law 3898/2010 and the 
judicial mediation, prescribed by article 214B’ of the Greek Code of Civil Procedure. 
As it has been analyzed so far, these institutions are similar to each other to a great 
extent. They are based on the same three core principles – the impartiality, the 
confidentiality and the voluntary nature – although they represent two opposite 
theoretical schools, since the judicial mediation follows the evaluative model, while the 
private mediation the facilitative one. Both institutions do not require lis pendens in 
order to be set in motion, but the initiative for the commencing of the procedure belongs 
to the interest party, in the case of judicial mediation, while in private mediation, the 
explicit agreement of the parties is required. In addition, the “writing” requirement 
applies to both institution, while common is the effect that both institutions have as 
regards to the limitation and prescription periods, the res judicata and the court 
proceedings that have already commenced. Last but not least, each procedure bears 
different expenses. 
 The common denominator, however, is that they do not constitute panacea for 
any malfunctioning of the Greek litigation system and in any case they have not been 
laid down to replace it. They are not competing with litigation; they just offer more 
choices in the toolbox of the parties and their lawyer, aiming at the faster resolution of 
their disputes119. Despite the fact that they are newly established institutions, they have 
been heavily criticized. It has been supported that the private mediation constitutes an 
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attempt for the privatization of justice120 or that the judge – mediators are not trained 
duly for carrying the task of mediation successfully and assigning them this task will 
put extra burden on their shoulders, leading to the greater congestion of courts, namely 
the exact opposite of what mediation promises121. In addition, as it has been analyzed 
above, there are many legislative gaps and some paradoxes that need to be fixed by the 
legislator. And the first indications of the use of those A.D.R. mechanisms have not 
been encouraging. For example, in the district court of Athens from 2012 since 2016, 
only two hundred seventy-four (274) cases122 have been tried to be settled through 
mediation, proving that the Greek society is not ready yet for embracing it. But the 
blame must be put equally on the immaturity of the Greek society as well as on the 
reluctance of the lawyers to encourage their clients towards the A.D.R. direction. 
 However, there is also a silver lining in the abovementioned number of the 
cases. Nearly half of them (127) have been settled successfully. The sample may be 
small but the fact is that mediation works, if parties decide to trust it. Let us take a look 
at the Italian example, where the sample is bigger. The Italian legislator decided, in 
2012, to make mediation mandatory for disputes relating to rights in rem, family estates, 
inheritance, insurance, banking and financial agreements etc. As a result, over 220.000 
mediations commenced from 2010 until 2012 and almost half of them ended up 
successfully. Despite the fact that the institution was fought by the Italian Bar 
Association, on the grounds the choice of the Italian legislator was contrary to the 
Italian constitution and in particular to Article 24123, leading the Italian Constitutiona l 
Court to put a temporary halt to the institution124, based on different legal grounds and 
in particular on the procedural objection that the decree had exceeded the powers, which 
had been delegated to the Italian Parliament, rendering the mandatory mediation  
                                                 
120 Speech of Charalampos Sevastidis, < http://dikastis.blogspot.gr/2013/12/14-12-2013_16.html>, 
accessed 4 March 2017. 
121 Dimitris Theocharis, ‘I diamesolavisi os meso enallaktikis epilisis diaforon – Kat’ arthro analisi kai 
erminia tou N. 3898/2010, (1st edn, Nomiki Vivliothiki, 2015) page 374. 
122 Ioanna Mamali, ‘Dikastiki Mesolavisi – Arthro 214B KPolD’, < 
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123 Italian Constitution, Article 24: 
“Anyone may bring cases before a court of law in order to protect their rights under civil and 
administrative law”. 
124 A year later, in 2013, the Italian legislator brought the mediation legislation back, having the 
incompatibility with the Italian constitution fixed. 
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unconstitutional125, the two (2) year span that mediation was in force proved 
undoubtedly its usefulness. 
 The advantages of the mediation cannot and should not be overlooked. It is a 
win – win – win solution. Parties can settle their dispute much faster and cheaper, the 
courts will eventually catch a breath and the lawyers will get paid faster. Mediation is 
not the future. Mediation is the present we all must make good use of it. Since 1997, 
Greece has already been convicted more than 400 times for excessive delays and it 
ranks 5th amongst the forty-seven (47) countries of the Council of Europe as regards to 
the slow pace of the rendering of justice. It is about time to change this. The 9-month 
strike of the Greek lawyers hypothetically worsened the situation, but it also paved the 
way for a turn to the mediation institutions. Let us hope that this unique chance will not 
be wasted. 
  
                                                 
125 Giuseppe De Palo, ‘The highs and lows of mediation legislation in Italy’, Problems and Aspects of 
Mediation, (International Hellenic University, Thessaloniki, 2014) page 12. 
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